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Abstract

We participated in SLIR, BLIR(PLIR) and MLIR
subtasks at the NTCIR-4 CLIR task. Our IR system can
handle queries and documents in Chinese, English and
Japanese. The system utilizes multiple language re-
sources (bilingual dictionaries, parallel corpora and
machine translation systems) for query translation.
We adopted the pivot language approach for C-J and
J-C search using English as a pivot language. We sub-
mitted formal runs for 12 subtasks, and confirmed that
the combination of language resources makes perfor-
mance of BLIR high and that the pivot language ap-
proach is promising.

Keywords: language model, query translation,
multilingual information retrieval, pivot language.

1 Introduction

We developed a cross-lingual IR system and partic-
ipated in the NTCIR CLIR task for the first time. Our
goal is to develop a flexible CLIR system which can
handle many languages. The system can conduct C-C,
E-E, J-J SLIR, C-E, C-J, E-C, E-J, J-C, J-E BLIR and
C-CEJ, E-CEJ, J-CEJ MLIR. We use bilingual dictio-
naries, parallel corpora and machine translation sys-
tems for query translation. The pivot language method
is used for C-J and J-C BLIR because of unavailability
of language resources.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 de-
scribes our IR system. Section 3 discusses experimen-
tal results and Section 4 concludes.

2 System Description

The system uses word-based indexing for Chinese,
English and Japanese. Language models are used for
document scoring, and the pseudo-relevance feedback
is used for query expansion. In bilingual IR, we use
the query translation approach, and the cross-lingual
pseudo-relevance feedback method is used for query

translation. In multilingual IR, each result of SLIR and
BLIR is merged using the normalized-score method.
We explain these methods in the following subsec-
tions. More detailed information is described in Ap-
pendix A.

2.1 Keyword Extraction

There are mainly two approaches for keyword ex-
traction from queries and documents written in Chi-
nese or Japanese — the n-gram-based approach and
the word-based approach. The n-gram-based approach
uses character n-grams for indexing and needs no word
segmenters, but the size of the index is large. Our sys-
tem adopts the word-based approach which uses words
for indexing. The statistical Chinese word segmenter
we developed [9] and the Japanese morphological an-
alyzer ChaSen [8] are used respectively for Chinese
and Japanese keyword extraction. Stop words are not
removed for these languages. In English keyword ex-
traction, the Porter stemmer is used and stop words
(429 words) are removed.

2.2 Document Scoring

The language models [11] are used for document
scoring. Given a queryq and a documentd, the
method uses a joint probability thatq andd are gener-
ated as the relevance betweenq andd, and the retrieval
status valueRSV is calculated as follows:

RSV = log P (d) + log P (q|d). (1)

We use the following equation (score4 model de-
scribed in [4]) for the calculation of the probability:

RSV = log
∑

s

tf(s, d)

+
∑

t∈q∩d

tf(t, q) log
{

1 +
λ tf(t, d)

∑
s df(s)

(1− λ) df(t)
∑

s tf(s, d)

}
, (2)

where tf(t, q) is the frequency of the termt in the
queryq, tf(t, d) is the frequency of the termt in the
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documentd, df(t) is the number of documents con-
taining the termt, q ∩ d is a set of terms which ap-
pear in bothq andd, andλ is a smoothing parameter.
The calculation can be done using an inverted file, and
we use Generic Engine for Transposable Association
(GETA) [5] for indexing and scoring. We set the value
of the smoothing parameterλ to 0.25.

2.3 Query Expansion

We use the pseudo-relevance feedback (PRF)
method to expand queries. Given a query, the method
retrieves the topN documentsd1, · · · , dN . Each term
t in the documents are ranked by a certain scoreL(t)
and the topM terms are added to the initial query. We
use the ratio method [10] for the scoring, and the score
is defined as follows:

L(t)=
N∑

j=1

log
(

P (t|dj)
P (t)

)
,

=
N∑

j=1

log
(

tf(t, dj)∑
s tf(s, dj)

∑
s

∑
d tf(s, d)∑

d tf(t, d)

)
. (3)

We set the both values ofN andM to 10.

2.4 Cross-Lingual IR

We use the query translation approach for Cross-
lingual IR. In the query translation approach, a given
query is first translated to the language in which doc-
uments to be retrieved are written, and then monolin-
gual IR is performed.

We prepared the following language resources for
query translation:

Bilingual Dictionary
• EDICT — Japanese-English dictionary (106,843

words) [1]
• CEDICT — Chinese-English dictionary (26,404

words) [3]

Parallel Corpus
• Japanese-English News Article Alignment Data

— Japanese and English news articles with
sentence-level alignment (30,000 pairs of sen-
tences) [13]

Machine Translation System
• YakushiteNet— English-Japanese and Japanese-

English Machine Translation System [6]

The machine translation system can be directly used
for query translation, but the bilingual dictionaries and
the parallel corpus cannot. We use the cross-lingual
PRF (CLPRF) method [2, 12] for query translation
with the bilingual dictionaries and the parallel corpus.
The CLPRF method is similar to the PRF method, but

it uses parallel data. Given a query, the topN ′ doc-
uments are retrieved from the parallel data written in
a source language, thenM ′ terms are extracted from
the corresponding parallel data written in a target lan-
guage and used as a translated query. The method has
two advantages. First, the method can be applied to
both bilingual dictionaries and parallel corpora. Sec-
ond, the method can handle both directions of transla-
tion regardless of the direction of the bilingual dictio-
nary which is used; e.g., a Japanese-English dictionary
can be used for both Japanese-to-English and English-
to-Japanese translation.

Since we could not find any language resources for
the language pair of Chinese and Japanese, we use the
pivot language method using English as a pivot lan-
guage in C-J and J-C search. In the method, queries
written in Chinese (Japanese) are translated to English
queries first, and then the English queries are trans-
lated to Japanese (Chinese) queries.

Figure 1 shows the usage of the language resources
in each query translation. We use monolingual PRF
for queries before and after the query translation (see
Appendix A for detailed description).

2.5 Multilingual IR

Several methods for MLIR are studied [7] and they
are classified into two approaches; the centralized ap-
proach and the distributed approach. In the centralized
approach, one unified index is created for documents
in different languages, and retrieval is performed at
one time. In the distributed approach, documents writ-
ten in different languages are indexed and retrieved in-
dependently for each language, and the retrieved re-
sults are merged later. There are some merging meth-
ods for the distributed approach. The round-robin
method interleaves the retrieved documents of differ-
ent languages by assuming that the significance of the
ranking in each language is equal. The raw-score
method merges the retrieved documents using raw val-
ues of RSV. The normalized-score method merges the
retrieved documents using normalized values of RSV,
and the normalized value of RSV for a languagel’s ith
ranked document,RSV l

i , is calculated as follows:

NormalizedRSV l
i =

RSV l
i −minj{RSV l

j }
maxj{RSV l

j } −minj{RSV l
j }

. (4)

In preliminary experiments, the normalized-score
method showed high performance and we use it in the
system.

3 Experiments

In this section, we show the results of preliminary
experiments and the NTCIR-4 formal run.
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Figure 1. Query Translation in BLIR

3.1 Preliminary and Post-Submission Exper-
iments

We conducted some preliminary experiments to
tune parameters using NTCIR-3 CLIR data sets. We
also conducted the same experiments using NTCIR-4
data sets. In the experiments, the DESC field of top-
ics is used as a query and the mean average precision
(MAP) with the Relaxed relevance criterion is used for
evaluation.

3.1.1 Parameters of PRF

When PRF is used, we must determine the valueN (the
number of documents to be retrieved) andM (the num-
ber of terms to be extracted). We conducted experi-
ments for different values ofN andM . Table 1 shows
the results. The MAP values for NTCIR-3 data and
NTCIR-4 data are shown in the left and the right of
the slashes respectively. We set the both values ofN
andM to 10 in the formal run because the parameter
setting showed the highest performance in E-E search
on the NTCIR-3 data. The values worked well in C-
C search on the NTCIR-4 data. However, the perfor-
mance was sensitive to the parameters and some room
is left for improvement.

3.1.2 Resources for BLIR

To examine a contribution of each translation resource
to performance of BLIR, we conducted E-J and J-E
search experiments using different combinations of the
resources. Table 2 shows the results. High perfor-
mance was obtained by using the parallel corpus or
the machine translation. The bilingual dictionary is a
Japanese-English dictionary, but the E-J search using
the dictionary showed enough performance compared
to J-E search. Using the all resources, the highest per-
formance was obtained.

3.1.3 Methods for MLIR

We conducted MLIR experiments to examine the per-
formance for different merging strategies. Table 3

shows the results. On the NTCIR-3 data, high per-
formance was obtained by using the normalized-score
method. Since performance of the round-robin method
was relatively low and the performance of the cen-
tralized method varied for different subtasks, we em-
ployed the normalized-score method. The method was
also effective on the NTCIR-4 data.

3.1.4 Indexing Methods and PRF

To examine performance of different indexing meth-
ods and an effectiveness of PRF, we conducted some
SLIR experiments on the NTCIR-4 data. We exam-
ined three indexing methods; the word-based indexing
method, the word-based indexing method with stop
word removal, and the n-gram-based indexing method
using character unigrams and (overlapping) bigrams.
Table 4 shows the results. PRF improved the perfor-
mance in all the cases. In the formal run, we used the
word-based indexing method for Chinese, English and
Japanese. We removed stop words for only English,
because when used with PRF, stop word removal for
Chinese and Japanese decreased performance in our
preliminary experiments. However, the performance
of J-J search was low in the NTCIR-4 data when stop
words are not removed.

3.2 Results of Formal Run

The MAP values of formal runs are shown in Ta-
ble 5 and Figure 2. Our system had high performance
in the E-J BLIR and three MLIR subtasks. The MAP
values for various queries and documents are summa-
rized in Table 6 with the rates when the MAP values
of SLIR are regarded as 1.0. The performance of E-J
and J-E subtasks is satisfactory, which is greater than
80% of the SLIR’s performance. However, the perfor-
mance of C-E and E-C subtasks is low. The reason
seems to be the shortage of language resources. C-E
and E-C subtasks are performed using only the small
bilingual dictionary (CEDICT), and the results of post-
submission experiments of E-J and J-E subtasks using
only the dictionary (EDICT) was also low (see Table
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2). The C-J and J-C subtasks are performed using the
pivot language method and low performance was ob-
tained, but this seems to be mainly caused by the above
issue and not by the use of the pivot language. The per-
formance of the J-C (J→E→C) subtask is comparable
to that of the E-C subtask, therefore we may obtain
higher performance with the pivot language if we im-
prove C-E and E-C search.

The MAP values for different runs are shown in
Figure 3. The NARR-field has positive effect in many
cases except the C-E and C-J subtasks. The NARR-
field has positive effect in the C-C subtask and C-
J search is pivot-based search utilizing C-E search,
therefore the C-E search may have a problem but we
need more analysis.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

We developed the CLIR system which handles Chi-
nese, English and Japanese, and participated in the
SLIR, BLIR(PLIR) and MLIR subtasks. The system
utilizes the bilingual dictionaries, the parallel corpus
and the machine translation system for BLIR, and also
uses the pivot language method in C-J and J-C search.
The performance of E-J and J-E search was high and
the pivot language method is promising. However, the
performance of C-E and E-C search was low appar-
ently because of the shortage of language resources,
and our future work will include automatic acquisition
and utilization of translation knowledge for BLIR to
overcome the problem.
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Subtask M\N 5 10 20
5 0.3112 / 0.2533 0.3284 / 0.2671 0.3380 / 0.2865

C-C 10 0.3333 / 0.2617 0.3519 / 0.2854 0.3655 / 0.2845
20 0.3233 / 0.2532 0.3479 / 0.2665 0.3479 / 0.2824
5 0.4551 / 0.3822 0.4593 / 0.4005 0.4577 / 0.3890

E-E 10 0.4703 / 0.3983 0.4948 / 0.4145 0.4740 / 0.4148
20 0.4370 / 0.4111 0.4689 / 0.4245 0.4426 / 0.4185
5 0.4067 / 0.4091 0.3902 / 0.4175 0.3889 / 0.4219

J-J 10 0.3937 / 0.4162 0.3800 / 0.4295 0.3893 / 0.4400
20 0.3973 / 0.4090 0.3908 / 0.4373 0.3988 / 0.4466

Table 1. MAP for Different Parameters of PRF (D-run, Relax, NTCIR-3 / NTCIR-4)

Resources E-J J-E
Bilingual Dictionary 0.1429 / 0.1524 0.1476 / 0.1901
Parallel Corpus 0.2740 / 0.3033 0.3489 / 0.2815
Machine Translation 0.2103 / 0.2968 0.3050 / 0.3203
Bilingual Dictionary + Parallel Corpus – / 0.3251 – / 0.3163
Parallel Corpus + Machine Translation – / 0.3509 – / 0.3406
Machine Translation + Bilingual Dictionary – / 0.2844 – / 0.3031
Bilingual Dictionary + Parallel Corpus + Machine Translation0.3141 / 0.3566 0.3655 / 0.3594

Table 2. MAP for Different Resources in BLIR (D-run, Relax, NTCIR-3 / NTCIR-4)

Method C-CEJ E-CEJ J-CEJ
Centralized 0.1256 / 0.1185 0.1801 / 0.1986 0.1067 / 0.1737
Round-Robin 0.1401 / 0.1088 0.1390 / 0.1845 0.1376 / 0.1839
Raw-Score 0.1638 / 0.1057 0.1685 / 0.1841 0.1695 / 0.1965
Normalized-Score 0.1617 / 0.1175 0.1765 / 0.2093 0.1759 / 0.2093

Table 3. MAP for Different Methods in MLIR (D-run, Relax, NTCIR-3 / NTCIR-4)

C-C E-E J-J
Word-based indexing 0.1969 0.3253 0.3513
Word-based indexing + PRF 0.2854 0.4165 0.4295
Word-based indexing + Stop Word Removal 0.2055 0.3351 0.3761
Word-based indexing + Stop Word Removal + PRF0.2800 0.4145 0.4534
Character 1,2-gram indexing 0.2075 – 0.3647
Character 1,2-gram indexing + PRF 0.2533 – 0.4182

Table 4. MAP for Different Indexing Methods and PRF (D-run, Relax, NTCIR-4)
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D-run DN-run T-run TC-run TDNC-run
Relax Rigid Relax Rigid Relax Rigid Relax Rigid Relax Rigid

C-C 0.2854 0.2274 0.3037 0.2476 0.2761 0.2312 0.2915 0.2425 0.3050 0.2556
E-C 0.0611 0.0481 0.0651 0.0532 0.0704 0.0505 0.0731 0.0562 0.0716 0.0567
J-C 0.0582 0.0404 0.0405 0.0281 0.0596 0.0386 0.0703 0.0589 0.0509 0.0342
C-E 0.1716 0.1265 0.0616 0.0372 0.1900 0.1502 0.1476 0.1105 0.0818 0.0486
E-E 0.4145 0.3286 0.4514 0.3679 0.4300 0.3361 0.4331 0.3466 0.4803 0.3881
J-E 0.3594 0.2813 0.4058 0.3200 0.3785 0.2934 0.3885 0.3034 0.3983 0.3139
C-J 0.1561 0.1088 0.0727 0.0565 0.1448 0.1016 0.1599 0.1100 0.0950 0.0689
E-J 0.3566 0.2674 0.4043 0.3099 0.3525 0.2735 0.3599 0.2735 0.4053 0.3210
J-J 0.4295 0.3082 0.4563 0.3343 0.4256 0.3162 0.4223 0.3131 0.4729 0.3499
C-CEJ 0.1175 0.0923 0.0634 0.0522 0.1165 0.0947 0.1078 0.0837 0.0773 0.0614
E-CEJ 0.2093 0.1588 0.2543 0.1986 0.2173 0.1704 0.2145 0.1640 0.2584 0.2043
J-CEJ 0.2093 0.1566 0.2287 0.1677 0.2127 0.1579 0.2189 0.1639 0.2383 0.1748

Table 5. MAP of Formal Runs

Query Document
C E J CEJ

C 0.2854 [1.00] 0.1716 [0.41] 0.1561 [0.36] 0.1175
E 0.0611 [0.21] 0.4145 [1.00] 0.3566 [0.83] 0.2093
J 0.0582 [0.20] 0.3594 [0.87] 0.4295 [1.00] 0.2093

Table 6. MAP of Formal Runs [Rate for SLIR] (D-run, Relax)

Figure 2. MAP of Formal Runs (D-run, Relax)
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Figure 3. MAP for Different Runs (Relax)

A System Architecture

Our IR system uses the methods explained in Sec-
tion 2, and this appendix describes in detail how the
components are combined.

We define the following symbols and functions:

W :
A set of words

X:
A set of documents

R(D ⊆ X, q ⊆ W ×N) ⊆ X ×R:
This function performs retrieval for the queryq from
the documentsD, and returns top 1,000 documents with
their scores.

XN,M (D ⊆ X, q ⊆ W ×N) ⊆ W ×N:
This function performs PRF for the queryq using the
documentsD, and returns the expanded query.

CN ′,M ′(Dt ⊆ X,Ds ⊆ X, q ⊆ W ×N) ⊆ W ×N:
This function performs CLPRF for the queryq using the
documentDs in a source language and the document
Dt in a target language, and returns a translated query.

M(R1, R2, R3) ⊆ X ×R, (R1, R2, R3 ⊆ X ×R):
This function merges the documentsR1, R2, R3 which
are attached scores using the normalized-score method
and returns top 1,000 documents.

q1 + q2 ⊆ W ×N, (q1, q2 ⊆ W ×N):
This function merges the queryq1 andq2.

qC , qE , qJ ⊆ W ×N:
The Chinese, English and Japanese queries represented
as bags of words

qE→J , qJ→E ⊆ W ×N:
The Japanese query translated from the English query
and the English query translated from the Japanese
query by the machine translation system YakushiteNet

DC , DE , DJ ⊆ X:

The Chinese, English and Japanese documents to be re-
trieved

Rx ⊆ X ×R:
The result ofx subtask

CEDICTC , CEDICTE ⊆ X:
Chinese and English parts of the Chinese-English bilin-
gual dictionary CEDICT

EDICTE , EDICT J ⊆ X:
English and Japanese parts of the Japanese-English
bilingual dictionary EDICT

NEWSE , NEWSJ ⊆ X:
English and Japanese parts of the parallel corpus

Note that PRF is a special case of CLPRF, i.e.
XN,M (D, q) = CN,M (D, D, q) + q. We also define
the following auxiliary functions:

FC−E(q) ≡ C30,30(CEDICTE , CEDICTC ,X10,10(DC , q)),
FE−C(q) ≡ C30,30(CEDICTC , CEDICTE ,X10,10(DE , q)),
FE−J (q) ≡ C30,30(EDICT J , EDICTE ,X10,10(DE , q))+

C10,10(NEWSJ , NEWSE ,X10,10(DE , q)),
FJ−E(q) ≡ C30,30(EDICTE , EDICT J ,X10,10(DJ , q))+

C10,10(NEWSE , NEWSJ ,X10,10(DJ , q)).
The result of each subtask is obtained as follows:

RC−C = R(DC ,X10,10(DC , qC)),
RE−E = R(DE ,X10,10(DE , qE)),
RJ−J = R(DJ ,X10,10(DJ , qJ )),
RC−E = R(DE ,X10,10(DE ,FC−E(qC))),
RC−J = R(DJ ,X10,10(DJ ,FE−J(FC−E(qC)))),
RE−C = R(DC ,X10,10(DC ,FE−C(qE))),
RE−J = R(DJ ,X10,10(DJ ,FE−J(qE) + qE→J)),
RJ−C = R(DC ,X10,10(DC ,FE−C(FJ−E(qJ)))),
RJ−E = R(DE ,X10,10(DE ,FJ−E(qJ) + qJ→E)),
RC−CEJ = M(RC−C , RC−E , RC−J),
RE−CEJ = M(RE−C , RE−E , RE−J),
RJ−CEJ = M(RJ−C , RJ−E , RJ−J ).
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